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Good domain-modeling enables an appropriate separation of concerns that improves quality properties
in the simulation models, such as modifiability and maintainability. In this paper, the interplay of
abstraction and concreteness in advancing the theory and practice of Modelling and Simulation is
improved using the Model-Driven Engineering levels for building simulation models devoted to routing
processes. The definition of this type of processes is detailed as a domain-model conceived as an abstrac-
tion defined in a graph model. Such abstraction turns into a set of formal simulation models that are
(later) translated into an executable implementation. The final simulation models are specified using
Routed DEVS formalism. The methodological proposal is accomplished with the development of a
Modelling and Simulation graphical software tool that uses the set of models (defined in terms of the
Model-Driven Engineering approach) as the core of its operation. This graphical software tool is devel-
oped as a plug-in for Eclipse Integrated Development Environment with aims to take advantage of exis-
tent Modeling and Simulation software. Therefore, the usefulness of graphical modeling for supporting
the development of the simulation models is empowered with a Model-Driven Engineering process.
The main benefit obtained when the Model-Driven Engineering approach is used for modeling an
abstraction of the final simulation model is a clear reduction of formalization and implementation times.
� 2020 Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the last years, the Modeling and Simulation (M&S) field has
grown becoming a discipline by itself. A good conceptual model
lays a strong foundation for successful simulation modeling and
analysis [1]. According to Guizzardi and Wagner [2] the terms ‘do-
main model’ and ‘conceptual model’ are equivalent. In this sense,
conceptual modeling serves as a bridge between the problem
owner and the simulation modeler.

Frequently, simulation models attempt to solve situations
where a specific set of components send/receive interactions (e.g.
messages or events) employing a selective mechanism. These situ-
ations are commonly found in domain areas such as telecommuni-
cation, supply chain, business process management, mobile
applications, social networks, and so on. For well-defined mecha-
nisms (for example, publish-subscribe protocol [3]) several well-
established implementations exist. However, when the selective
mechanism is defined as part of the situation description, new
modeling strategies should be applied. In these cases, the modeler
designs the simulation model as a combination between its
domain components and the selective mechanism description
(i.e., a routing process description).

The Discrete-Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism [4] is
a modeling formalism based on systems theory that provides a
general methodology for the hierarchical construction of reusable
models in a modular way. Over the years, DEVS has found an
increasing acceptance in the model-based simulation research
community becoming one of the preferred paradigms to conduct
modeling and simulation enquiries [5]. When DEVS is applied for
modeling situations that involve their own selective mechanism,
DEVS-modelers use one of the following strategies: i) ‘‘pre-
wired” connections (i.e., an implicit routing formulation), or ii)
‘‘handlers” (i.e., an explicit simulation component that manages
the routing functionality). One way or another, the modeler solves
the situation using its knowledge regarding DEVS formalism.
Therefore, its design is based on the formalism itself (not in the
domain study). This is because, by nature, simulation is a technical
field [6].

However, the design of the simulation model impacts all
aspects of the study, in particular the data requirements, the speed
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with which the model can be developed, the validity of the model,
the speed of experimentation, and the confidence that is placed in
the model results [7]. Then, conceptual modeling can be used as a
guideline when building DEVS simulation models that involve
routing functionality.

According to Robinson [8], conceptual modeling is about mov-
ing from a problem situation, through model requirements to a
definition of what is going to be modeled and how. Moreover, from
the modeling perspective, a simulation model is similar to a soft-
ware system model because both kinds of models can be devel-
oped from a conceptual system model [9]. In Software
Engineering (SE), this approach is called Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE). MDE is based on several principles that involve the con-
cepts of model, metamodel, meta-metamodel, and model transfor-
mations to provide a process that enables the automated
development of a system [10]. However, in the M&S field, there
is no common understanding on how to apply these modeling
levels when building simulation models.

Given that MDE produces well-structured and maintainable
systems and increases the level of abstraction [11], it is our
research goal to use MDE as a mechanism for improving the M&S
of routing processes. Several authors have studied different types
of processes using DEVS (or variants of DEVS) as support M&S
mechanism. Frequently, these researches are based on domain-
models and Model-Driven approaches. For example, Zacharewicz
et al. [12] propose a description language for workflow processes
along with an automatic transformation of a workflow into a
Generalized-DEVS model. More recently, in the context of Business
Process Models, a Model-Driven Development framework for the
M&S has been presented [13]. Such a framework is based on
model-to-model transformations from BPMN (as a conceptual
modeling language) to DEVS (as a simulation model specification).
In this direction, Bazoun et al. [14] have proposed a refinement of
the previous BPMN metamodel with new concepts and transfor-
mation rules to adapt the existing model to BPMN 2.0. In this
paper, we abstract the routing process definition into a graph
model that is used as a domain model description for building (au-
tomatically) a discrete-event simulation model of the original situ-
ation without requiring any interaction with the DEVS-modeler.
Instead of using a modeling language (e.g., UML or BPMN), we pro-
pose a simple graph representation based on nodes and links to
describe the structure of our processes. To improve the perfor-
mance of the final simulation models, we employ the Routed DEVS
(RDEVS) definition [15] as a ‘‘layer” above DEVS with aims to pro-
vide routing functionality without requiring the user to ‘‘dip down”
to DEVS itself for any functions [16]. The conceptualizations devel-
oped using the MDE approach are encapsulated in a M&S software
tool implemented as a plug-in for Eclipse Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) [17]. Our aim is i) to offer a software environ-
ment for the graphical modeling of routing situations using a stan-
dardized graph description, and ii) to be able to generate Java code
for such routing situations in a way that they can be executed in
DEVS simulators as discrete-event simulation models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the different uses of MDE in the M&S field. It also
describes the principles of DEVS formalism and how DEVS models
can be used for solving routing processes. A description of the
desirable capabilities of M&S software tools is also included. Sec-
tion III presents the core of the proposal: the MDE modeling levels
used as a conceptual view of routing situations. It describes the
metamodels defined as conceptualizations of each MDE level to
represent some view of the original situation. Section IV introduces
the M&S software tool designed as a plug-in for Eclipse IDE using
the metamodel obtained from the MDE approach. The goal of this
plug-in is to provide a single object-oriented M&S tool for building
simulation models of routing situations from graph models. Sec-
23
tion V details the main benefits of having the M&S tool with a proof
of concepts. Finally, Section VI is devoted to conclusions and future
work.
2. Related work

2.1. Model-driven-X in the M&S field

The Model-Driven-X (MDX) methodologies are widely used in
the SE field. The Model-Driven Development (MDD) proposes a
paradigm that uses models as the primary artifacts and redefines
the implementation as automatic generation from the models
[18]. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a particular vision of
MDD proposed by the Object Management Group [19]. The MDE
approach follows the MDA proposal to cover all engineering pro-
cess areas with a focus on developing metamodels to facilitate
automated transformations.

The M&S field has used MDX approaches in different ways. For
example, Alshareef et al. [20] propose the use of MDE in simulation
especially for creating platform-independent models. Other
authors believe that MDE can be used for modeling conceptual
views before building the final simulation model [21,22]. In this
paper, we employ MDE as a vehicle for designing and implement-
ing a M&S software tool that provides DEVS-based solutions for
generic routing processes. We argue that MDE modeling levels
can be used to support the abstraction, formalization, and imple-
mentation meta-models required to obtain (automatically) the
final simulation model.

However, it is important to remark that simulation establishes a
model in a computational environment. Such a ‘‘computation” is an
aspect of M&S and does not imply that M&S is a subfield of SE [23].
Even when MDX approaches have been used in M&S, Model-Based
(MB) paradigms (such as MB System Engineering and MB Simula-
tion) are frequently used to get solutions to M&S issues [24,25].
Such MB approaches use MDX practices pragmatically (i.e., the
models are important, but they do not necessarily drive the devel-
opment process).
2.2. Discrete event system specification

The DEVS formalism is a complete M&S technique based on sys-
tems theory introduced by Prof. Zeigler in the early 70’s. It provides
a general methodology for the hierarchical construction of reusable
models in a modular way. It employs two abstraction levels to
describe the behavior of a system: atomic and coupled.

At the atomic level, the behavior of the system is detailed as a
sequence of deterministic transitions among sequential states. This
sequence determines how the system reacts to external events.
Also, it describes how output events are created.

Equation (1) resumes the atomic model definition following the
approach called ‘‘Classic DEVS with ports” [4].

M ¼ ðX;Y; S; dext; dint; k; taÞ ð1Þ
where:

X = {(p,v) | p Є InPorts, v Є Xp} is the set of input ports and
values;
Y = {(p,v) | p Є OutPorts, v Є Yp} is the set of output ports and
values;
S is a set of sequential states;
dext: Q � X ? S is the external transition function, where
Q = {(s,e) | s Є S, 0 � e � ta(s)} is the total state set in which e is
the elapsed time since the last transition in the state s;
dint:S ? S is the internal transition function,
k: S ? Y is the output function; and



Fig. 1. Dependencies among DEVS and RDEVS models.
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ta: S ? R0
+ is the advance time function.

On the other hand, at the coupled level, the system is described
as a network of interconnected components. Such components can
be atomic or coupled models in their own right. The connections
among components (i.e., the couplings) denote how components
influence each other. There are three types of influences: i) exter-
nal input couplings that connect external inputs to component
inputs, ii) external output couplings that connect component out-
puts to external outputs, and iii) internal couplings that connect
component outputs to component inputs.

Equation (2) summarizes the coupled model definition using,
also, the ‘‘Classic DEVS with ports” approach.

N ¼ ðX;Y;D; fMdjd 2 Dg;EIC; EOC; IC; SelectÞ ð2Þ
where:

X and Y are defined in the same way as Eq. (1);
D is the set of the component names;
For each d Є D, Md is a DEVS model;
EIC Є {((N,ipN),(d,ipd)) | ipN Є InPorts, d Є D, ipd Є InPortsd} is the
set of the external input couplings;
EOC Є {((d,opd),(N,opN)) | opN Є OutPorts, d Є D, opd Є
OutPortsd} is the set of external output couplings;
IC Є {((a, opa),(b, ipb)) | a,b Є D,opa Є OutPortsa,ipb Є InPortsb} is
the set of internal couplings; and
Select is the tie-break function.

2.3. Structuring routing processes with DEVS: Routed DEVS

When solving a routing process situation with DEVS, the final
model employs one of the following strategies: i) ‘‘pre-wired” con-
nections (i.e., an implicit routing formulation), or ii) ‘‘handlers”
(i.e., an explicit component that manages the routing functional-
ity). In i), the simulation models are designed considering the
events flow as pre-defined connections. For each possible interac-
tion among components that defines an alternative flow, the model
includes a coupling among ports to be used when the interaction is
active [14,26–29]. On the other hand, the solutions designed
according to ii) use a set of simulation components (often called
‘‘handlers”) that are explicitly introduced in the simulation model
with aims to manage the routing functionality [30,31].

To overcome the implicit and explicit routing functionality, the
RDEVS formalism provides an appropriate separation of concerns
in terms of the routing structure, the possible paths, and the com-
ponent behaviors. Over the years, researchers have proposed
extensions of DEVS with aims to solve different situations. In this
context, the RDEVS formalism was designed as a DEVS extension
that improves the modeling of DEVS simulation models devoted
to routing process situations [15]. Unlike DEVS formalism, the
RDEVS formalism defines three types of simulation models: essen-
tial, routing, and network.

The RDEVS essential model specifies a discrete-event simulation
model that exhibits the behavior of an elemental domain-
component involved in the routing process situation. The guideli-
nes for building an essential model should be defined by a domain
expert. Formally, an RDEVS essential model is defined as a DEVS
atomic model [4].

The RDEVS routing model defines a discrete-event simulation
model that acts inside the routing process situation. Its definition
employs a domain-component as an operational description of
its own behavior. Hence, the routing model definition embeds an
instance of a specific essential model. Therefore, the same essential
model can be embedded in several routing models. Besides the
domain-component definition, the routing model requires a routing
policy. The routing policy attached to each routing model is defined
24
at design time and cannot be changed during the simulation execu-
tion. However, the same routing policy can be used in distinct rout-
ing models. The routing policy definition includes an identifier used
to distinguish the set of routing models that build the routing sit-
uation. Routing models employ these identifiers to decide how to
treat the input events (accept or reject) and how to route the out-
put events. Therefore, the events that flow over the routing models
that compose a routing situation are defined as events with identi-
fication. An event with identification is recognized by its sender
information (i.e., the identifier of the routing model that creates
the event through its output function) and its feasible receptors.
The feasible receptors of an event with identification are obtained
from the routing function that composes the routing policy. There-
fore, the execution of the routing process is build-in inside the
RDEVS models.

Finally, the RDEVS network model describes a complex discrete-
event simulation model that solves a routing situation as a routing
process. Its definition includes a set of routing models and the cou-
plings among them. Such couplings are detailed as all-to-all connec-
tions in order to leave the routing task to the routing policies
(detailed in each routing model). The network model specification
also involves two special translation functions (used to link multi-
ple networks): input translation function and output translation
function. These functions allow matching events with identification
produced by different routing processes (i.e., different network
models). Therefore, network models are designed to interact with
other network models or, simply, with DEVS models (atomic or cou-
pled). The output events produced by a network model are events
sent ‘‘everywhere”. The simulation model that, eventually, con-
sumes such events must decide how to route these messages.

Then, the RDEVS formalism provides a feasible solution to mod-
elers for building discrete-event simulation models for routing pro-
cesses. To show the dependencies among RDEVS models, Fig. 1
presents two examples (ROUTINGSITUATION 1 and ROUTINGSITUATION

2) based on the same set of domain-components (MACHINETYPE A

and MACHINETYPE B). In both examples, the basic domain-
components are defined as essential models (that is, DEVS atomic
models). Over these models, a set of routing models is defined with
aims to represent the components to be used in each situation.
Each routing model embeds an essential model with aims to define
its behavior. The routing process situations are modeled as individ-
ual network models structured with these routing models.

Then, the RDEVS formalism allows modeling different routing
process situations using the same set of DEVS models (defined as
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RDEVS essential models) for domain-components. That is, the
RDEVS models act as a ‘‘layer” above DEVS with aims to provide
routing functionality without requiring ‘‘dip down” to DEVS itself
for any functions [16]. Since RDEVS is a subclass of DEVS [32],
the RDEVS models can be executed using DEVS simulators.
2.4. Capabilities of the M&S software products

Well-designed M&S software products should support the reuse
of existing (software) components [33]. Moreover, two desirable
properties of any M&S software product are low coupling and high
cohesion among software components. The low coupling is desirable
because i) fewer interconnections among software modules reduce
the chance that changes in one module cause problems in other
modules (i.e., enhances reusability), and ii) fewer interconnections
among modules reduce the developer time in understanding the
details of other modules. Also, cohesion is an important attribute
regarding the quality of software modules. Good abstractions typ-
ically exhibit high cohesion [34]. Thereby, software modules
defined in an M&S software product should fully capture explicit
abstractions of the M&S task.

Hence, any M&S software tool should (at least) provide two set
of modules: software modules for supporting the modeling, and
software modules for supporting the simulation execution. More-
over, these products should provide not only simulation capabili-
ties but, also, they should support new modeling strategies that
improve the modeling task (e.g. number of simulation models to
be developed, time to spend for getting correct implementations,
modeling complexity, M&S knowledge required prior to perform
the modeling, etc.).

Nowadays, there are multiple software tools and simulators for
DEVS models. Van Tendeloo and Vangheluwe [35] discuss the main
functionalities of the most frequently used M&S tools. As the
authors describe, there is a set of DEVS M&S tools that support
graphical modeling capabilities. For example, PowerDEVS [36]
integrates different software modules with aims to provide a
graphical modeling environment, an atomic model editor, and a
code generator in a M&S DEVS tool. In the same direction, the
graphical modeling environment called CD++Builder [37] can be
used to create models for CD++ [38]. DEVSimPy [39] offers a graph-
ical modeling environment for coupled models. A similar approach
is applied in Virtual Laboratory Environment [40] where atomic
models are written in C++ and coupled models can be created using
either the graphical environment or by manually writing XML files.

Even when existent capabilities regarding graphical modeling
are useful for DEVS modelers, these approaches are centered on
predefined formalizations of the simulation model. That is, all the
approaches are centered on building graphically DEVS models that
have been already designed (at least, at the conceptual level) by
the modeler. Then, the modeler (that already knows DEVS formal-
ization) employs such knowledge in the definition of the simula-
tion models. In this sense, the M&S field has applied the MDE
approach in several cases. For example, De Lara and Vangheluwe
[41] present a tool for metamodeling and model transformations
for the simulation that facilitates computer-assisted modeling of
complex systems. Other approaches related to MDE are described
by Levytskyy et al. [42] and D’Ambrogio et al. [43]. Still, these
approaches are not focused on modeling the original problem or
situation. From this perspective, the novel contribution of this
paper is the way in which the MDE approach is used in the M&S
field. The MDEmodeling levels are used as a guideline in the model
definition through the abstraction, formalization, and implementa-
tion of the original situation. Then, our M&S tool uses a graphical
representation of the original routing situation as a marker for
building (automatically) a DEVS implementation of the simulation
25
models. This is the main difference between the M&S software tool
developed in this paper and the existing ones.
3. MDE modeling levels for M&S of routing situations

MDE differences three types of models as engineering artifacts
resulting from the activities performed in the analysis, design,
and implementation phases. These models are defined as:

1. Domain models: Solution-independent descriptions of a
domain produced in the analysis phase of a SE project.

2. Platform-independent design models: General computational
solution developed on the basis of the domain model at the
design phase of the SE project.

3. Platform-specific implementation models: The implementation
model is encoded in the programming language of the target
platform at the implementation phase of the software project.

Then, a software system model consists of a set of models
defined in terms of the most important viewpoints of the system
to crosscut all three modeling levels [2].

From the modeling perspective, a simulation model is similar to
a software system model. Following a scientific engineering
approach, Guizzardi and Wagner [9] claim that both kinds of mod-
els are derived from a conceptual systemmodel (also called domain
model). The main benefit obtained from the definition of a domain
model is the clarification of the real-world semantics. In SE, this
approach is based on MDE. In this case, a clearly defined semantics
of the conceptual model of a domain leads to a higher overall qual-
ity of the software application system built upon that model with
respect to comprehensibility, maintainability, interoperability, and
evolvability [9]. Since simulation models are more about the real
world than software systemmodels, the principles of MDE are use-
ful. In fact, in the M&S field, such a domain model is often called an
abstraction model. An abstraction model focuses on an aspect of
reality and, almost by definition, greatly reduces the complexity
of the reality being considered [4]. Then, it focuses on the perspec-
tive and language of the subject matter experts for the domain
under consideration.

Building a domain model that works in any routing situation is
impossible. However, an appropriate abstraction can be designed
with aims to fulfill most routing situations. This is the approach
described in Section 3.1 for getting the metamodel of the domain
model.

Once the first MDE modeling level is defined, a formal model of
the domain (model) is required. Formal models generally describe
the structure and the behavior of the system independent from
the implementation details [11]. Commonly, a formal model makes
it easier to work out implications of the defined abstraction with
aims to get a future implementation. If multiple formalisms are
used to support the model definition, the same abstraction model
can be used to define several formal models. Hence, a formal model
follows the guidelines of a platform-independent design model
(where the same domain model can potentially be used to produce
different design models). Section 3.2 describes how the domain
model of Section 3.1 is formally defined as a simulation model in
RDEVS. In this case, RDEVS is used as the formalization mechanism
in a platform-independent way.

Finally, once the second MDE modeling level is obtained, an im-
plementation model can be defined with aims to get a concrete real-
ization of the formalization. Commonly, implementation models are
deployed in a simulation environment. Therefore, this model can
be seen as a platform-specific implementation model (third MDE
modeling level). Section 3.3 presents the RDEVS implementation
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model using Java as the target-platform for the simulation
execution.
3.1. Routing process situations as graph models

The success of the modeling task depends on the modeler’s abil-
ity to get an appropriate level of abstraction in the design. In this
context, graph models (defined as a set of nodes and edges among
the nodes) can be used as an abstraction of routing situations (re-
ality). Then, a routing situation description can be seen as a graph
model.

When routing situations are modeled as graphs, the nodes of
the graph represent domain-component instances and the edges
of the graph represent the connections (i.e., the relationships)
among those instances (i.e., the nodes). Under this representation,
domain-components are conceptualized as nodes of the graph that
share a behavioral operation. That is, several nodes are used to rep-
resent the same domain-component.

Fig. 2 shows a UML class diagram that describes the elements
that compose a graph model. A Graph is Composed by Nodes and
Edges. In this case, a Graph is Composed by, at least, two Nodes
and it Includes, at least, one Edge. Both associations (i.e., Composed
by and Includes) are modeled as UML compositions. The Nodes are
linked by Edges. An Edge is defined as an ordered pair of Nodes
according to the mandatory associations named Starts at and Ends
at (multiplicity 1). Finally, a Node Instantiates a Component that has
a behavior described over a domain procedure. The Instantiates asso-
ciation between Node and Component is mandatory for Node (mul-
tiplicity 1). However, the same Component can be used as support
of several Nodes (multiplicity 1. . .*).

The abstraction metamodel (Fig. 2) simplifies the graph domain
using a set of concepts and relationships that ensure building an
appropriate graph model. The main advantage of employing a
graph model as an abstraction of routing situations is that existent
metrics designed for such models can be used as support measures
for studying the complexity of the simulation models obtained
from it.
3.2. Graph models as routed DEVS models

Formalization makes it easier to work out the implications of
the abstraction and implementation in reality [4]. As Section 2.2
details, the RDEVS formalism is designed to level out the modeling
effort of routing situations modeled in DEVS. Hence, the RDEVS for-
malism can be used as formalization language for the abstraction
model depicted in Fig. 2.

Following this approach, each RDEVS model can be seen as the
formalization of some component defined in Fig. 2 as follows: i) the
essential model formalizes a component (because the essential model
is designed to exhibit the behavior of some domain-component), ii)
Fig. 2. Simplified UML class diagram that depicts the main concepts and relation-
ships required for instantiating a graph model that represents a routing situation
(abstraction metamodel).

26
the routing model formalizes a node of the graph (because the rout-
ing model is designed as part of the routing situation), and iii) the
network model formalizes the graph (because the network model
is designed to represent the overall routing situation).

Fig. 3 extends the UML class diagram depicted in Fig. 2 with the
formalization metamodel (i.e., concepts highlighted in yellow)
Fig. 3. UML class diagram that links the abstraction metamodel with the RDEVS
specification through the formalizes relation. The associations that hold the same
name and multiplicity in both metamodels describe the same dependency between
elements. The Embeds association (from the formalization metamodel) is the
materialization of the Instantiates association (from the abstraction metamodel).
The OCL constraints are used to ensure the correct design of RDEVS models.
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employing the formalizes stereotyped relationship (i.e., association
highlighted in blue). Through this special relationship, the formal-
ization metamodel refines the concepts of the abstraction metamodel
with aims to explicitly define the simulation model structures. For
example, the Node formalization through the Routing Model
includes the node decomposition in terms of its Routing Policy
and Input / Output Ports. A similar approach is used in the Network
Model that formalizes the Graph. In this case, the Input and Output
Translation Functions are included to formalize the Node (or Nodes)
where the event flow should start and end, respectively.

A set of OCL constraints is added to the UML class diagram to
maintain consistency between abstraction and formalization meta-
models. This consistency is related to the correctness of the formal-
ism. Even when RDEVS models can be used to support the design of
routing situations, the graph model used as abstraction must
ensure a set of structural properties prior its formalization with
RDEVS. Such structural properties guarantee the validity of the
RDEVS models. In this context, the OCL constraints detailed in
Fig. 3 are attached to the formalizes relationship modeled between
Node (from the abstraction metamodel) and Routing Model (from the
formalization metamodel). These constraints should be evaluated
before getting the Routing Model that formalizes a Node. For exam-
ple, a Routing Model cannot be obtained for an isolated Node (be-
cause, by definition, all models that compose a Network Model
must be connected to each other). Then, before obtaining such a
simulation model, the OCL invariant named isNotIsolated should
be evaluated.

As a remark, from a conceptual point of view, a Coupling can be
seen as a formalization of an Edge. However, Fig. 3 does not include
such formalization as a relationship. This is because the Couplings
in RDEVS models are structured by the Network Model as all-to-
all connections. When a Routing Model Embeds an Essential Model,
the Routing Policy should be defined. Such Routing Policy is used
to route the input/output events that flows to/from the actual
Routing Model from/to the other Routing Models that compose the
Network Model. Therefore, the Routing Policy is Defined over a set
of Routing Models (at least, one Routing Model) using as foundation
the Edges that link the Nodes that abstract them. Moreover, all
Routing Models included in a Network Model must be attached to,
at least, one Routing Policy (multiplicity 1. . .*). Hence, the Edges
are used as guidelines for building Routing Policies but not as
abstraction of the Couplings.

Now, the definition of RDEVS simulation models over the
graph provides an appropriate separation of concerns between
the routing situation (i.e., the structure and routing paths) and
domain-components in order to get a full simulation model from
the original scenario. An important remark is that there is no uni-
versal routing policy to manage the global structure of the situa-
tion. Each routing model takes its own decisions (through the
routing policy) on how to direct the input and output events.
The advantage is that the modeler does not need to explicitly
define any additional information to manage the routing during
the design phase. All the information required for building the
routing policies is defined in the structure of the original routing
situation.

3.3. Routed DEVS models as discrete event models implementation

To get a concrete realization of the formalization defined in
Section 3.2, such representation should be implementable in a
programming language. Once an encoded version of the RDEVS
models defined from the formalization is instantiated, such
implementation can be seen as a concrete realization (e.g. a sim-
ulation model encoded in Java) of the abstraction (i.e., the rout-
ing situation) through the formalization defined (i.e., RDEVS
models).
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In addition to the reusable functions provided in libraries, soft-
ware frameworks provide ‘‘flows of control” [44]. Frameworks
shall ease/speed up the development of software from the domain
they are created for [45]. Therefore, a software framework may be
built on top of a set of libraries and might be used to create more
specialized solutions. Since RDEVS formalism is designed as a sub-
class of DEVS [32] and RDEVS models can be executed using a DEVS
simulator, the RDEVS models can be implemented as extensions of
DEVS models. In this context, available libraries of DEVS formalism
can be used as a guideline to develop RDEVS implementations.

From this perspective, a software framework for building
RDEVS models was developed using DEVSJAVA library [46] as an
underlying M&S layer. DEVSJAVA is a M&S tool implemented in
Java that supports characterizing models in DEVS formalism.
Through the extension of DEVSJAVA, the RDEVS software frame-
work provides a solid solution for building executable models
defined in RDEVS formalism. Moreover, the DEVSJAVA Viewer
can be used to get a visual representation of RDEVS models.

The RDEVS framework was initially presented by Blas et al. [15].
The main classes included in such a framework were the following:

� EssentialModel.java, RoutingModel.java, and NetworkModel.-
java to define RDEVS simulation models,

� RoutingFunction.java and RoutingFunctionElement.java to
define the Routing Policy used as part of the Routing Model
definition,

� InputTranslationFunction.java to define the transformation
from events to events with identification, and

� OutputTranslationFunction.java to define the transformation
from events with identification to events.

However, new classes were added to improve the framework
definition. For example, the class IdentifiedMessaje.java was added
with aims to define the structure of events managed by the simu-
lation models as part of the routing functionality. All the classes
developed as part of the framework were designed to depict con-
cepts related to RDEVS formalism. Hence, the RDEVS software
framework enhances the development of RDEVS simulation mod-
els in Java programming language using some features provided
by DEVSJAVA.

Fig. 4 depicts the classes implemented in the final version of the
RDEVS framework. The relationships are used to represent depen-
dencies among classes. The classes highlighted in blue belong to
DEVSJAVA. These Java classes can be seen as potential extension
points of the RDEVS software framework for building RDEVS
implementations. In SE, an extension point is the definition of
the provided interface for extensions [47]. That is, an extension
itself is an implementation according to an extension point (equal
to an implementation of a software component). Therefore, the
RDEVS software framework includes extension points configured
for designing explicit instances of RDEVS models as reusable soft-
ware components slated for executing the routing simulation (al-
ready defined in the framework) without any other consideration.

Hence, each concept defined in the formalization metamodel is
implementable over an extension point of the framework (i.e., a
new Java class based on the existent ones). Fig. 5 extends the
abstraction-formalization metamodel using the implementable
stereotyped relationship (association highlighted in red) to show
the dependencies between RDEVS formal models and their Java
implementations. The classes with orange background belong to
the implementation metamodel. Then, Fig. 5 defines the
abstraction-formalization-implementation metamodel for routing sit-
uations. Now, when a routing situation is modeled as a Graph, the
formal definition of the simulation model is a Network Model
implementable as an extension of the Java class named
NetworkModel.java.



Fig. 4. Java classes implemented as part of the RDEVS framework (using DEVSJAVA
as a support mechanism).

Fig. 5. UML class diagram of the abstraction-formalization-implementation
metamodel.

Fig. 6. Layered software architecture of the M&S plug-in.
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4. Graphical software tool for the M&S of routing situations

Graphical modeling is an aspect that is used successfully [48].
The advantages of a graphical M&S software tool are:

1. easy-to-use: in graphical modeling software, the modeling is
performed by manipulating graphical elements and their
connections;

2. fast modeling solutions: graphical modeling software allows the
development and solution of complex simulation models
rapidly with limited M&S background;

3. well-defined simulation models: if code generation is imple-
mented over the graphical modeling, the final simulation mod-
els will always be well-defined in terms of the related
simulation formalism; and

4. standardized simulation models: through the employment of a
set of well-defined graphical components, the graphical model-
ing software ensures standardized designs [37,49–51].

Then, with aims to build a M&S software tool that provides a
full solution for building simulation models for routing situations,
a graphical M&S plug-in for Eclipse IDE was developed. The core of
this plug-in is the metamodel depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6 shows the plug-in architecture as a layered design pattern
that is built with five software modules. The code runtime platform
is Eclipse IDE. The layered architecture used to structure the M&S
software allows us to get reusable software modules and, at the
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same time, modularity in each level. Besides employing DEVSJAVA
and the RDEVS software framework, the M&S plug-in uses other
software modules for building the routing representation (i.e.,
the abstraction, formalization, and implementation metamodels).
With aims to ensure full compatibility with the underlying plat-
form, the development of the M&S software employed several
plug-ins of Eclipse IDE. Hence, the final M&S graphical tool takes
the advantages of Eclipse plug-ins for supporting the development
of each module.

The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [52] was used for build-
ing the foundational metamodel (i.e., the abstraction metamodel)
required as a support mechanism of the plug-in. The Sirius project
[53] was employed for developing a graphical representation of the
foundational metamodel. Such graphical representation allows
building a graphical representation of routing situations (that is,
abstraction metamodel instances or, simply, abstraction models).
Such representation is based in a set of graphical elements that
depict the concepts and relationships detailed in the metamodel.
Finally, the Acceleo development tool [54] was used for translating
the abstraction model to the formalization required to get the imple-
mentation attached to it.
4.1. Ecore metamodel

The EMF project is a modeling framework and code generation
facility for building software tools and other software applications
based on a structured data model [52].

The foundational metamodel used for modeling the routing
process was implemented with EMF to get a data model specifica-
tion described in XMI. This implementation provides the Ecore
metamodel required for building other software modules that
compose the M&S plugin. The core of such metamodel was the
abstraction metamodel (Fig. 2). However, a few changes were
introduced to the original metamodel with aims to exploit the
EMF capabilities.

First, the association named Instantiates was renamed to Mate-
rializeswith aims to remove the notion of ‘‘instance” from the mod-
eling task. Also, new elements were added, including:

� the attribute name in concepts Graph, Node, and Component to
provide further identification of their instances, and

� the concept Abstraction Description as a container of the ele-
ments that compose an abstraction model.

This last concept (Abstraction Description concept) added to the
metamodel along with the following associations: i) an Abstraction
Description Describes a Graph (i.e., a mandatory composition), and
ii) an Abstraction Description Uses a set of Components (at least,
one Component per instance).

Moreover, since Ecore provides the capability to include OCL
constraints over the metamodels, the OCL constraints attached to
the abstraction-formalization dependency were also included over
the foundational metamodel. With this addition, the abstraction
model (obtained as an instance of the foundational metamodel)
can be validated before its formalization. Then, an explicit and
valid abstraction of a routing situation based on the graph model
can be instantiated from the Ecore model defined with EMF.
4.2. Sirius graphical definition

Sirius is an Eclipse project which allows easily creating graphi-
cal modeling workbench tools by leveraging the Eclipse Modeling
technologies [53]. Hence, Sirius was employed to define graphical
representations for each element included in the Ecore metamodel.
A representation was detailed for each concept including:
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� graphical icons for concepts Graph, Node, and Component, and
� graphical links for concept Edge and Materializes association.

Besides providing a graphical instantiation of the Ecore meta-
model, Sirius provides validation functionality. A validation button
was added to the graphical description with aims to verify the cor-
rectness of the abstraction model (i.e., the OCL constraints along
with multiplicities and attributes uniqueness). If problems are
detected, the M&S tool shows an error message with a warning
icon over the graphical element. If the model is correct, the mod-
eler can go directly to the formalization-implementation translation
using the abstraction model instantiated.

4.3. Acceleo model-to-text transformation

Acceleo is a template-based technology including authoring
tools to create custom code generators. It allows automatically
producing any kind of source code from any data source available
in EMF format [54].

By defining a generation model for the model-to-text transfor-
mation, the elements graphically defined in the abstraction model
are navigated to get their formalizations. These formalizations
are used to get the Java code required for the simulation model
implementations. Therefore, the formalization model attached to
the elements defined in the abstraction model is obtained as
follows:

� each Component included in the Abstraction Description is for-
malized in an essential model structure;

� each Node included in the Graph is formalized in a routing
model that encompasses the model identifier (that is defined
as a unique value over the Graph), a pre-set of the routing func-
tion (given by the Edges detailed for the Node over the Graph)
and an instance of the essential model obtained for the related
Component (the one materialized by the Node);

� the Graph included in the Abstraction Description is formalized in
a network model structure that includes all the routing models
obtained for its Nodes.

Following these formalization guidelines, the M&S software tool
creates the Java classes that extend the classes implemented in the
RDEVS software framework. The main template used in this auto-
matic generation process is the following:

[template generateElement(abs:AbstractionDescription)]
[for (c:Component | abs.uses)]
[generateComponentStateClass(c)/]
[generateComponentEssentialModel(c)/]

[/for]
[for (n:Node | abs.describes.composedBy)]
[generateRoutingFunctionClass(n)/]
[generateRoutFunctionElementClass(n)/]
[generateNodeRoutingModel(n)/]

[/for]
[generateGraphNetworkModel(abs.describes)/]
[generateTranslationFunctionClasses(abs.describes)/]

[/template]
This template shows how the elements included in the abstrac-

tion model are navigated (using the association modeled in the
Abstraction Description concept) to get their formalization. The
generate() methods are used to support the Java code genera-
tion. Table 1 summarizes the set of classes obtained when a
model-to-text transformation is performed over the abstraction-
formalization model.

Once the abstraction model is fully translated to its equivalent
implementation model, the modeler needs to specify the only thing
missing in the simulation model: the behavior of the components.



Table 1
Java classes created from the Ecore model using the formalization model as extension
of the RDEVS software framework.

Ecore Model Java Implementation

Concept Prop. New Class (.java) ‘‘extends”a

Component name <name > EssentialModel Essential
Model

<name > State State
Node name <name > RoutingModel Routing Model

<name > FunctionElement Routing
Function

<name > RoutingFunctionElement Routing
Function
Element

Graph name <name > NetworkModel Network
Model

<name > InputTranslationFunction Input
Translation
Function

<name > OutputTranslationFunction Output
Translation
Function

a From the Java classes included in the RDEVS software framework.
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Such behaviors are presented to the modeler as TO-DO tasks in the
classes named as < name > EssentialModel.java. It is important to
remark that this remaining codification is intended to define the
explicit behavior of the components. The missing implementations
should be well-known by modelers because they belong to
domain-components. Then, this activity should not consume a lot
of time.

When such codification is done, the RDEVS simulation model
can be executed. The overall behavior required for supporting the
routing situation execution is provided by the definition of RDEVS
models. Hence, using the M&S software tool, modeling and imple-
mentation times are reduced to the automatic translation of an ab-
straction model defined graphically from the original routing
situation.
Fig. 7. Routing situation (example).
5. Benefits of M&S graphical software tool: Proof of concepts

Either with DEVS or RDEVS, routing situations can be modeled
as discrete-event simulation models. When RDEVS formalism is
used for building such simulation models, the modeler can focus
its attention on the domain properties without worry about the
routing implementation.

By embedding essential models into the routing models, the
RDEVS formalism improves the design phase in two distinct ways:

1. behavioral descriptions are only required for the domain-
components (the routing behavior is build-in as part of the
RDEVS models),

2. routing policies are isolated from behavioral descriptions (al-
lowing the reuse of essential models in other networks).

Therefore, the RDEVS models allow the modeler to explicitly
define the routing functionality without specifying new routing
behavioral descriptions. Such routing information is detailed inside
the routing model as part of its own definition to authenticate sen-
ders and receivers prior executing the (linked) essential model.
Then, the RDEVS formalism is designed for level out the modeling
effort of routing situations in DEVS by providing an easier model-
ing solution. Such solution employs a set of models defined in
terms of the main elements involved in routing processes (i.e.,
well-known domain components). Main benefits of using a RDEVS
solution against a DEVS solution are discussed by Blas et al. [15].
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The RDEVS models built by the modeler in a RDEVS solution are
centered on using a good conceptual abstraction of the routing sit-
uation. However, even when the formalism embeds the routing
functionality, the modeler still needs RDEVS skills for the definition
and codification of the final simulation models.

The M&S graphical software tool proposed in this paper
enhances these advantages as follows:

1. it provides an easy way for modeling routing situations employ-
ing a graph abstraction,

2. it reduces the simulation modeling times by building automat-
ically all the behavior required to support the routing
functionality,

3. it ensures the correctness of RDEVS models because it validates
the abstraction before the formalization, and

4. it reduces the possibility of introducing errors during program-
ming because the modeler only needs to codify a reduced set of
methods in a few classes.

As proof of concepts of these benefits, the process depicted in
Fig. 7 is presented as a routing situation. This process is based on
the set of domain-components detailed in Fig. 1. Each type of
machine is in charge of performing some processing over its
inputs. The entire situation takes an empty box and transforms it
into a package. However, during the first stage of processing (initial
instance of Machine Type A), two possible output routes can be
used. In this case, both routes produce the same final result: a
package.

With aims to get the discrete-event simulation models linked to
this routing situation, the example was modeled in the M&S soft-
ware tool. Fig. 8 presents a screenshot of such an abstraction
model. Following the example, the abstraction model is composed
of two Components (named ‘‘Machine Type A” and ‘‘Machine Type
B”) and five Nodes (named ‘‘Machine1” to ‘‘Machine5”). The Nodes
are included in a Graph named ‘‘Example”. Each Node materializes
some Component (e.g. the Node named ‘‘Machine1” materializes
the Component named ‘‘Machine Type A”). Finally, the Nodes are
linked by Edges (grey arrows). These Edges depict the event flows
allowed in the routes.

With the abstraction model defined, the modeler only has to
execute the transformation process to get the implementation of
the RDEVS simulation models. This option is available in the M&S
tool over the abstraction model (Fig. 9(a)). As a result of such a
transformation process, the M&S tool creates a new Java project
named as the abstraction model that ends with ‘‘.rdevsimplemen
tation” (Fig. 9(b)). This new Java project includes all the Java classes
described in Table 1 as part of the ‘‘rdevsmodels” package. For
example, the class ‘‘GraphExample.java” implements the network
model that performs the simulation of the ‘‘Example” routing situ-
ation (abstracted into a Graph). The project also includes the
RDEVS framework (the file named ‘‘rdevs.implementation.jar”).
The code to be implemented by the modeler to detail the behavior
of domain-components is shown to the developer as TO-DO tasks
(see, for example, lines 21 and 31 in Fig. 9(b)). The entire transla-
tion process is performed in a few seconds (in this case, 2.003 s).



Fig. 8. Screenshot of the example modeled with the M&S software tool. The modeler drags and drop the elements available in the palette (right side of the screen) to design
the abstraction model (file extension ‘‘*.rdevsabstraction”).

Fig. 9. (a) At the left, the M&S transformation process executed over the routing situation; (b) At the right, a new Java project is created as result of performing the
transformation process.
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So, the modeler obtains a set of discrete-event simulation models
for the original routing situation (in which only some pieces of
code are missing) without requiring any other information than
the routing situation description. Then, it is clear that the M&S tool
provides a fast modeling and implementation solution.

Once the domain-components are implemented using the
domain description; the simulation models can be executed.
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Fig. 10 shows how these implementation models are executable
using DEVSJAVA Viewer. The Viewer is configured to execute the
model ‘‘GraphExample” included in the package ‘‘rdevsmodels”.
Given that such a model is a RDEVS network model, each one of
the gray boxes depicts a routing model. Each routing model
matches some Node of the Graph. For example, ‘‘Machine 1”
(Fig. 8) is implemented in the Java class named ‘‘NodeMachine1.j



Fig. 10. Screenshot of DEVSJAVA Viewer for the example implemented with the M&S software tool. The configuration is detailed at the top of the screen. At the bottom, the
execution controls are available.
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ava”. Such class is depicted in the box labeled as ‘‘MACHINE 1 – RM
Id: 0 – MACHINE TYPE A(EM)”. This label indicates that the routing
model embeds ‘‘Machine Type A” using zero as the routing
identifier.

As Fig. 10 shows, the representation of this model is very similar
to the abstraction model representation (Fig. 8) but, also, to the
original routing situation (Fig. 7). These equivalences allow under-
standing all the M&S stages in the same way. The M&S software
tool has been successfully used for the study of routing situations
related to SE and electric power systems fields.

The models obtained following the MDE modeling levels pro-
vide a full solution for the modeling and implementation of routing
simulation models. The MDE modeling levels are mapped into
implicit models commonly used in the M&S field. By nature, simu-
lation is a technical field [6]. Then, commonly, these models are
‘‘implicit” because conceptual modeling tasks are mismatch in
M&S processes.

The Eclipse plug-in developed to integrate these models allow
following the abstraction-formalization-implementation approach
as a new type of modeling task-based in distinct (but related) con-
ceptual modeling perspectives over routing situations. Simulation
practitioners do not have to worry about building such conceptu-
alizations. Employing the MDE approach, the M&S tool guides this
conceptualization process from abstraction models to well-defined
implementations.
6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we present a novel application of the MDE
approach with aims to guide the development of discrete-event
simulation models for routing situations. Following this approach,
metamodels are defined as abstraction, formalization, and imple-
mentation of the desired simulation models. A M&S graphical soft-
ware tool that employs these metamodels is developed as a plug-in
for Eclipse IDE. The final software tool allows building automatic
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solutions based on discrete-event simulation models for routing
situations through the graphical definition of a graph model.

The abstraction-formalization-implementation approach used
over RDEVS formalism ensures a set of modeling desired proper-
ties, such as: i) Appropriate level of abstraction and separation of con-
cerns that give M&S solutions with low coupling and high cohesion:
The mapping between the abstraction and formalization meta-
models provides a clear separation of the routing situation struc-
ture and the M&S logic. While the routing situation structure is
directly mapped to the RDEVS models (that ensures correct imple-
mentation of the routing functionality), the M&S logic is passed to
the modelers (with aims to only define the behavior of domain-
components). This separation of concerns improves the modifiabil-
ity of simulation models because it leads to modular designs with
low coupling and high cohesion. ii) Reusability, modifiability, and
maintainability: These properties can be analyzed from two differ-
ent points of view. Given the own definition of RDEVS formalism,
the simulation models (in this case, obtained from the transforma-
tion process) are easy to reuse and modify. An essential model can
be reused in several routing models and, in the same way, the same
network model can be used to support distinct routing situations
(if routing policies are modified). On the other hand, the utility pro-
vided by the extension points of the RDEVS software framework
allows maintaining the routing functionality implementation as
an isolated module. Changes performed over this functionality will
improve its execution but will not require changes in the exten-
sions (that is, the models designed from the transformation
process).

The results obtained from the transformation process allows
getting RDEVS solutions from graph models. Given that the con-
struction of simulation models for complex systems frequently
require to solve situations where components interact following
a selective mechanism, our graph model is useful when such a
mechanism is defined as part of the situation description. Our
modeling strategy allows building scenario descriptions based on
graph models with aims to separate the domain component behav-
iors from the selective mechanism description (i.e., the routing
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process description). Then, the modeler can have a simulation
model without the need to codify any routing implementation.
The main benefits are the reduction of implementation times and
the insurance of the simulation model correctness with respect
to RDEVS formalism.

We argue that the M&S software tool developed is more suit-
able than other types of software tools because it employs a
domain abstraction as methodology modeling (providing a natural
representation of the problem). This characteristic reduces the
knowledge required for building simulation models for routing sit-
uations and, therefore, the modeling tasks could be performed by
anyone that knows the problem domain. Of course, M&S experts
will be needed for defining the implementation of domain-
components to execute the final simulation. To deal with such a
definition, new connections to the levels of MDE will be worked
in future researches. Still, with the M&S software tool, the M&S
process of routing problems is enhanced.

Even when this paper is centered on routing situations, the use
of the MDE allows developing new types of M&S products centered
in this modeling approach.
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